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Authored by 3 Product Managers at Google, Facebook, and Microsoft, Swipe to Unlock is a
comprehensive guide on the must-know concepts of technology and business strategy. It is a
must-read for anyone pursuing product management, design, marketing, consulting or business
strategy roles in the tech industry.***Swipe to Unlock was updated in 2022 to include over 40
pages of new content to cover the latest developments in the world of tech.*** We highly
recommend buying our book directly from Ebook Tops rather than a third-party seller as it's the
only way to ensure you get the latest version.This #1 Ebook Tops Business Bestseller won a
medal from the North American Book Awards and has been featured in The Wall Street Journal,
Forbes, and Business Insider. Swipe to Unlock has been translated into 11 languages including
Chinese, Korean, & Russian and wastouted as "our generation's Rosetta Stone for enabling
anyone to peer into the technology changing everyday life" by Jeremy Schifeling.Swipe to
Unlock teaches you how to think like a technologist by answering real-world questions like:How
does Spotify determine what songs to recommend to you?How did KaiOS become the third
largest mobile operating system in just two years since launching?Why does Ebook Tops offer
free shipping with Prime if it loses them money?How did a single typo take down 20% of the
internet?Why did Microsoft acquire LinkedIn?By breaking down questions like this, Swipe to
Unlock gives you a peek under the hood of the technology you use every day, decodes tech's
biggest buzzwords, and shows you how technology is changing the society we live in for better
or for worse.Topics Covered: Software Development, Business Models & Strategies,
Economics, Hacking & Security, Hardware & Robots, The Internet, Cloud Computing, Big Data,
Technology Policy, Emerging Markets, Future Trends, and much more!Featured
Companies: Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Ebook Tops, Apple, Spotify, Uber, WeChat, Yelp,
Tinder, Washington Post, Grab, Toyota, GoJek, Samsung, Salesforce, M-Pesa, Quora, KaiOS,
Twitter, Tesla, ByteDance, Airbnb, Robinhood, Adobe, Alibaba, Netflix, Paytm, Target, and many
more!Unlock the answers you need to ace your tech interviews or become a better-educated
digital citizen. Buy Swipe to Unlock today to understand why it's the Top Gifted Technology Book
of 2022!



The Primer on Technology and Business StrategyNeel MehtaAditya AgasheParth DetrojaSwipe
to UnlockCopyright © 2021 Belle Applications, Inc.Published by Belle Applications, Inc.3rd
Edition, 7th Revision (January 2021)All rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof may not
be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the
publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.The information contained
herein is for educational and entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made to
provide accurate, up-to-date, reliable, and complete information. No warranties of any kind are
expressed or implied. Readers acknowledge that the authors are not engaging in the rendering
of legal, financial, medical, or professional advice.By reading this document, the reader agrees
that under no circumstances are we responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are
incurred as a result of the use of information contained within this document, including, but not
limited to, errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.All opinions expressed herein are solely the views
of the authors and not those of their employers.To my friends for their constant inspiration, and
my family for being my rock — NeelTo my family and friends, thanks for supporting my passion
for business and helping me push past my fears to embrace entrepreneurship — AdiTo my
friends and family for their never-ending support, and my mentor Deborah Streeter for believing
in my vision, which helped make this book possible — ParthWhen you grow up, you tend to get
told that the world is the way it is and your life is just to live your life inside the world, try not to
bash into the walls too much, try to have a nice family, have fun, save a little money. That’s a very
limited life. Life can be much broader, once you discover one simple fact, and that is that
everything around you that you call life was made up by people that were no smarter than you.
And you can change it, you can influence it, you can build your own things that other people will
use… That’s maybe the most important thing. It’s to shake off this erroneous notion that life is
there and you’re just gonna live in it, versus embrace it, change it, improve it, make your mark
upon it… Once you learn that, you’ll never be the same again.— Steve Jobs(who, by the way,
never wrote any code for Apple)ContentsIntroductionThe goalWho this book is forWhat’s
insideWho we areNotes for job huntersThank you!Chapter 1. Software DevelopmentHow does
Google search work?How does Spotify recommend songs to you?How does Facebook decide
what shows up in your news feed?What technologies do Uber, Yelp, and Pokémon Go have in
common?Why does Tinder make you log in with Facebook?Why does every Washington Post
article have two versions of every headline?Chapter 2. Operating SystemsWhy did BlackBerry
fail?Why does Google make Android free to phone manufacturers?Why do Android phones
come pre-installed with so many junk apps?What is the world’s third-biggest mobile OS?Can
Macs get viruses?Chapter 3. App EconomicsWhy is almost every app free to download?How
does Facebook make billions without charging users a penny?Why do news websites have so
much “sponsored content?”How does Airbnb make money?How does the app Robinhood let
you trade stocks with zero commission?How can apps make money without showing ads or
charging users?Chapter 4. The InternetWhat happens when you type “google.com” and hit
enter?How is sending information over the internet like shipping hot sauce?What path does



information take from one computer to another?Why did a Wall Street trader drill through the
Allegheny Mountains to build a straight fiber-optic cable?Chapter 5. Cloud ComputingHow is
Google Drive like Uber?Where do things in “the cloud” live?Why can’t you own Photoshop
anymore?Why did Microsoft run ads making fun of Office?How does Ebook Tops Web Services
work?How does Netflix handle sudden spikes in viewership when a new show launches?How
did a single typo take down 20% of the internet?Chapter 6. Big DataHow did Target know that a
teenager was pregnant before her own father did?How do Google and other major companies
analyze big data?Why do prices on Ebook Tops change every 10 minutes?Is it good or bad that
companies have so much data?Chapter 7. Hacking & SecurityHow can criminals hold your
computer for “ransom”?How do people sell drugs and stolen credit card numbers online?How
does WhatsApp encrypt your messages so thoroughly that even WhatsApp can’t read them?
Why did the FBI sue Apple to hack the iPhone?How could a phony Wi-Fi network help someone
steal your identity?Chapter 8. Hardware & RobotsWhat are bytes, KB, MB, and GB?What do
CPU, RAM, and other computer and phone specs mean?Why does Apple slow down old
iPhones?How can you unlock your phone using your fingerprint?How does Apple Pay work?
How does Pokémon Go work?How does Ebook Tops manage to offer 1-hour delivery?How
could Ebook Tops deliver items in half an hour?Chapter 9. Business MotivesWhy does
Nordstrom offer free Wi-Fi?Why does Ebook Tops offer free shipping with Prime membership
even though it loses them money?Why does Uber need self-driving cars?Why did Microsoft
acquire LinkedIn?Why did Facebook buy Instagram?Why did Facebook acquire WhatsApp?
Chapter 10. Emerging MarketsWhich countries do Western tech companies most want to
expand into?How do Kenyans pay for everything with feature phones?How did WeChat become
China’s “official” app?How can you pay for almost anything with a QR code in Asia?How do
Western and Eastern tech companies’ strategies differ?Chapter 11. Technology PolicyHow can
Comcast sell your browsing history?How does free mobile data hurt consumers?How did a
British doctor make Google take down search results about his malpractice?How did the
American government create the multi-billion dollar weather industry out of thin air?How could
companies be held liable for data breaches?Chapter 12. Trends Going ForwardWhat’s the future
of self-driving cars?Are robots going to take our jobs?How could you make video and audio
“fake news”?Why did Facebook buy a company that makes virtual reality headsets?Why are so
many companies afraid of Ebook Tops?ConclusionBonus videos on PM mock interviewsApply
what you’ve learned with our newest bookStay in touchThank you!GlossaryProgramming
languagesDataSoftware developmentTechnology’s alphabet soupBusiness sideRoles at tech
companiesAcknowledgementsNotesIntroductionNo matter what you do for a living, it’s become
essential to understand technology. Doctors are now using artificial intelligence to diagnose
patients.[1] Farmers are using drones to grow better crops.[2] Businesspeople have realized
that, while the world’s biggest companies used to be oil and electric firms,[3] they’re now the
likes of Apple, Ebook Tops, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft.[4]So, how do you learn to
understand technology?It often feels like you have to be a master coder to understand the



barrage of concepts that techies talk about: SaaS, APIs, SSL, cloud computing, and augmented
reality, to name a few. And it often feels like you have to have an MBA to make sense of the daily
deluge of tech news: startups, acquisitions, app launches, rumors, you name it.But we think
anyone can understand tech, no matter their background. We think the most important
technology topics — from the nuts and bolts of the internet to the business strategies of
Facebook and Uber — can be explained in plain, simple English.The goalSwipe to Unlock is a
primer on technology and business strategy. In this book, we’ll use real-world examples to break
down the software, hardware, and business strategies that power the tech world and give you
the tools to start understanding, analyzing, and shaping tech yourself. No prior knowledge is
assumed.Each section in Swipe to Unlock is a real-world case study, posing a question you
might have had yourself — like how Spotify recommends songs, how self-driving cars work, and
why Ebook Tops offers free shipping with Prime even though it loses them money.In each
section, we’ll explain the what — the technology concepts like big data and machine learning
— and then the why — the business reasons why companies would use these technologies in
the first place. We’ll draw on our experience working as product managers at tech companies
large and small to give you insights into how the world of tech operates.By the end of this book,
we aim to unlock your ability to think like a technologist. We’ll train you to think through tech
topics you encounter in the future: how the technology works, why it was made that way, where
the money comes from, and whether or not it’ll succeed. While specific apps and companies
come and go, we hope that the core concepts you’ll learn in Swipe to Unlock will be useful for a
long time to come.Who this book is forSwipe to Unlock aims to be accessible to people of all
skill levels. Whether you’re a casual observer or a business professional, we think you’ll find
something useful and interesting.If you don’t have a coding background but want to break into
product management, business development, marketing, or other non-engineering roles at tech
companies, you’ll have to be able to explain things like artificial intelligence, algorithms, and big
data to teammates and clients. And to shape your company’s business strategies you’ll have to
know which business strategies have been successful (or not) in the past and why. Swipe to
Unlock’s case studies and plain-English explanations of tech concepts should help you with
both.If you’re a software engineer but want to move toward product management roles, we’ll
teach you about the business side of the equation: ads, monetization, acquisitions, and the like.If
you’re an entrepreneur or a tech leader, you know it’s not enough to just build a great product.
We’ll use real-world case studies to build up your understanding of tech and intuition of business
strategy so you can figure out how to make your company thrive and speak intelligently with
investors and employees.If you’re a student of tech and business, Swipe to Unlock’s case
studies will fit right in with your classes. You’ll learn what has made companies like Ebook Tops
succeed and why products like Blackberry failed, and you’ll get a feel for how tech companies
have handled tech policy, disruption, and emerging markets.Even if you don’t work at a tech
company, chances are your company can use tech to stay ahead of the curve. Predictive
analytics, software-as-a-service, A/B testing — you’ll learn about these hot terms and how even



non-tech companies have used them to grow their businesses.Finally, even if you don’t need to
know tech for your career, you still use it every day — you probably have an advanced piece of
technology in your pocket right now. We’ll help you become a better-informed digital citizen by
using analogies and plain English to explain how the tech you use every day works. We’ll also
cover topics you might have heard on the news, such as net neutrality, privacy, and tech
regulation. We’ll even look at the dark side of tech: fake news, data breaches, digital drug
trafficking, and robot-powered job destruction.No matter why you’re reading Swipe to Unlock, we
think you’ll find plenty of valuable insights and ideas, and you’ll learn how to think — and speak!
— like a technologist.Before we dive in, let’s take a look at what you’ll be reading about.What’s
insideSwipe to Unlock is broken into three big chunks. The first chunk, chapters 1 to 4, breaks
down the fundamentals of technology: how software is built, how the internet works, and the
business models of major apps. The second chunk, chapters 5 through 8, gives you a tour of the
tech world’s major components: big data, cloud computing, security, and the like. The third
chunk, chapters 9 to 12, builds off the first two and dives deep into trends, analysis, and
predictions: business strategy, emerging markets, tech policy, and what’s next in
technology.Each chapter builds off the previous ones, so if you’re new to technology we
recommend reading Swipe to Unlock front-to-back. If you’re more seasoned, feel free to jump
around to whatever cases seem the most relevant — each case can be read independently if
you’ve learned the necessary concepts.After the main content, we’ve included a glossary of the
most important terms we’ve come across while working in the tech industry, covering
programming languages, business jargon, common software engineering tools, and more. We
think it’ll help you speak like a technologist and be a useful reference for you going
forward.Finally, we couldn’t possibly cover everything about tech and business strategy in a
single book, so we’ve provided hundreds of citations per chapter. You’ll find these links on our
website and, on Kindle versions, at the end of the book. We encourage you to use the citations
to dive deeper into any topic that interests you!Who we areWhen the three of us first met, we
started talking about how Silicon Valley, for all its talk about openness and meritocracy, actually
makes it quite hard for non-experts to understand it, let alone break into the tech industry. We
realized we were passionate about changing that — which is why we wrote Swipe to Unlock.The
three of us have all worked as product managers at major tech companies, but we come from
very different parts of the tech world — Neel from the public and nonprofit sectors, Adi from the
startup space, and Parth from the business and marketing side. We hope our combined
perspectives and insights prove useful for you.Here’s a bit more about us.Neel Mehta is a
Product Manager at Google. He previously worked at Microsoft, Khan Academy, and the US
Census Bureau, where he launched the first fully-funded tech internship program in the federal
government. He graduated cum laude from Harvard University.Aditya Agashe is a Product
Manager at Microsoft. Previously, he was the founder and CEO of Belle Applications. He
graduated cum laude from Cornell University.Parth Detroja is a Product Manager at Facebook.
He has previously worked at Microsoft, Ebook Tops, and IBM as a product manager and



marketer. He graduated summa cum laude from Cornell University.Notes for job huntersBefore
we get started, we have some tips and resources for you if you’re looking for a non-engineering
role at a tech company.First, bear in mind that the questions we’ll answer in Swipe to Unlock
aren’t designed to resemble actual interview questions, but they will give you the technical and
business insights to craft answers that’ll set you apart from the pack.For instance, in Swipe to
Unlock we’ll cover how Facebook decides what ads to show people and why Microsoft bought
LinkedIn. Interviewers probably won’t ask you to regurgitate these specific cases, but they might
ask you how to increase ad revenue from a particular demographic or how to improve
Microsoft’s enterprise products — and knowing these two cases will help you give more
insightful answers and show the depth of your industry knowledge.Swipe to Unlock, in other
words, is focused on training you to think like a technologist instead of teaching you how to
interview. Sample interview questions alone won’t help you think strategically about the tech
industry or become fluent in tech concepts, but we think Swipe to Unlock will.For more tactical
advice on finding a good role, creating a resume, networking, and preparing for interviews,
check out , where we’ve compiled some useful videos and articles. If you’re looking for product
management interview resources in particular, check out our free mini-course at .Thank you!
Whatever your personal, academic, or career goals, we hope Swipe to Unlock proves useful for
you. Thank you again for choosing to read Swipe to Unlock, and we hope you enjoy!Neel
MehtaAditya AgasheParth DetrojaChapter 1.Software DevelopmentLet’s start our exploration of
the world of technology by looking under the hood of the apps you use every day. Netflix and
Microsoft Excel might feel pretty different, but they’re both made from the same building blocks.
In fact, we’d argue that every app is made from these same building blocks. What are they?
Read on.How does Google search work?Whenever you search on Google, the search engine
combs through the over 30 trillion webpages on the internet and finds the top 10 results for your
question.[5] 92% of the time, you’ll click on a result on the first page (that is, among the top 10
results).[6] Finding the top 10 things out of 30 trillion is really hard — it’s about as hard as trying
to find a penny randomly dropped somewhere in New York City.[7] Yet Google does this expertly
and in just half a second, on average.[8] But how?Google doesn’t actually visit every page on
the internet every time you ask it something. Google actually stores information about webpages
in databases (tables of information, like in Excel), and it uses algorithms that read those
databases to decide what to show you. Algorithms are just series of instructions — humans
might have an “algorithm” to make a PB&J sandwich, while Google’s computers have algorithms
to find webpages based on what you typed into the search bar.CrawlingGoogle’s algorithm
starts by building a database of every webpage on the internet. Google uses programs called
spiders to “crawl” over webpages until it’s found all of them (or at least, what Google thinks is all
of them). The spiders start on a few webpages and add those to Google’s list of pages, called
the “index.” Then, the spiders follow all the outgoing links on those pages and find a new set of
pages, which they add to the index. Next, they follow all the links on those pages, and so on,
until Google can’t find anything else.This process is always ongoing; Google is always adding



new pages to its index or updating pages when they change. The index is huge, weighing in at
over 100 million gigabytes.[9] If you tried to fit that on one-terabyte external hard drives, you’d
need 100,000 — which, if you stacked them up, would be around a mile high.[10]Word
searchWhen you search Google, it grabs your query (the text you typed into the search bar) and
looks through its index to find the webpages that are most relevant.How might Google do this?
The simplest way would be to just look for occurrences of a particular keyword, kind of like hitting
Ctrl+F or Cmd+F to search a giant Word document. Indeed, this is how search engines in the
90’s used to work: they’d search for your query in their index and show the pages that had the
most matches,[11] an attribute called keyword density.[12]This turned out to be pretty easy to
game. If you searched for the candy bar Snickers, you’d imagine that snickers.com would be the
first hit. But if a search engine just counted the number of times the word “snickers” appeared on
a webpage, anyone could make a random page that just said “snickers snickers snickers
snickers” (and so on) and jump to the top of the search results. Clearly, that’s not very
useful.PageRankInstead of keyword density, Google’s core innovation is an algorithm called
PageRank, which its founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin created for their PhD thesis in 1998.
[13] Page and Brin noticed that you can estimate a webpage’s importance by looking at which
other important pages link to them.[14] It’s like how, at a party, you know someone is popular
when they’re surrounded by other popular people. PageRank gives each webpage a score that’s
based on the PageRank scores of every other page that links to that page.[15] (The scores of
those pages depend on the pages that link to them, and so on; this gets calculated with linear
algebra.[16])For instance, if we made a brand-new webpage about Abraham Lincoln, it would
initially have very low PageRank. If some obscure blog added a link to our page, our page would
get a small boost to its PageRank. PageRank cares more about the quality of incoming links
rather than the quantity,[17] so even if dozens of obscure blogs linked to our page, we wouldn’t
gain much. But if a New York Times article (which probably has a high PageRank) linked to our
page, our page would get a huge PageRank boost.Once Google finds all the pages in its index
that mention your search query, it ranks them using several criteria, including PageRank.[18]
Google has many other criteria as well: it considers how recently a webpage was updated,
ignores websites that look spammy (like the “snickers snickers snickers snickers” site we
mentioned earlier), considers your location (it could return the NFL if you search for “football” in
the US, but the English Premier League if you search for “football” in England), and more.
[19]Gaming Google?There are pitfalls to PageRank, however. Much like spammers abused
keyword density (as with “snickers snickers snickers snickers”), spammers have now started
making “link farms,” or webpages that contain tons of unrelated links. Website owners can pay
link farms to include a link to their webpages, which would artificially boost their PageRank.[20]
However, Google has gotten pretty good at catching and ignoring link farms.[21]There are some
more mainstream ways to game Google, though. An entire industry, called search engine
optimization (SEO), has sprung up to help website owners crack Google’s search algorithm and
make sure their webpages appear at the top of Google searches.[22] The most basic form of



SEO is getting more pages to link to your page. SEO includes plenty more techniques, such as
putting the right keywords in your page’s title and headings or making all of your site’s pages link
to each other.[23]Google’s search algorithm is always changing, though; Google rolls out minor
updates over 500 times a year.[24] There are occasionally more major updates, and after each,
SEO experts try to find ways to use the changes to get ahead. For instance, Google changed its
algorithm in 2018 to favor websites that loaded faster on mobile devices, leading experts to
suggest that website owners make stripped-down articles with a Google tool called Accelerated
Mobile Pages, or AMP.[25]How does Spotify recommend songs to you?Every Monday morning,
Spotify sends its listeners a playlist of 30 songs that are, almost magically, perfectly tuned to
their tastes. This playlist, called Discover Weekly, was an instant hit: within six months of
launching in June 2015, it was streamed over 1.7 billion times.[26] But how does Spotify get to
know its 200 million users so intimately?[27]Spotify does employ music experts who hand-
curate public playlists,[28] but there’s no way they could do that for all 200 million Spotify users.
Instead, Spotify has turned to an algorithm they run every week.[29]The Discover Weekly
algorithm starts by looking at two basic pieces of information. First, it looks at all the songs
you’ve listened to and liked enough to add to your library or playlists. It’s even smart enough to
know that if you skipped a song within the first 30 seconds, you probably didn’t like it. Second, it
looks at all the playlists that other people have made, with the assumption that every playlist has
some thematic connection; for instance, you could have a “running” playlist or a “Beatles jam”
playlist.[30]Spotify’s algorithm for automatically recommending songs for you. Source:
Quartz[31]Once it has this data, Spotify uses two methods to find songs you might like. The first
method involves comparing the two datasets to figure out which new songs are related to the
ones you like. For instance, suppose someone made a playlist with eight songs on it, and seven
of those are in your library. You probably like this type of song, so Discover Weekly might
recommend the one song that isn’t in your library.[32]This technique is called “collaborative
filtering,” and it’s the same technique that Ebook Tops uses to suggest items you might like
based on your purchase history and the purchases of millions of other users.[33] Netflix’s movie
suggestions, YouTube’s video suggestions, and Facebook’s friend suggestions also use
collaborative filtering.[34]Collaborative filtering gets more and more useful as a service gets
more users — in this case, when there are more Spotify users, it’s easier to find someone with
similar tastes to a particular person, and hence easier to make a recommendation. But these
algorithms can get slow and computationally-intensive as their user base grows, too.[35]The
second method that Spotify uses to make your playlist is your “taste profile.” Based on just the
songs you’ve listened to and liked, Spotify will determine which genres (e.g. indie rock or R&B)
and micro-genres (e.g. chamber pop or New Americana) you like and recommend songs from
those genres. It’s just a different form of their strategy for recommending songs based on past
listening patterns.[36]Why invest in music recommendation?Hiring all the engineers to build this
recommendation engine is expensive, though — Spotify engineers make hundreds of thousands
of dollars a year.[37] So why does Spotify do it?First, a great recommendation system is a



selling point, helping Spotify stand out from rivals like Apple Music. That’s because just having a
huge music library isn’t enough. In business terms, music is a commodity — any song sounds
more or less the same whether it’s on Spotify or Apple Music or anything else — and anyone
with enough money can get the licenses to build a giant library.[38]So, if all the music streaming
services can have effectively the same selection of music, Spotify needs something to
differentiate itself from competitors. And Spotify’s recommendation system certainly fits the bill
— it’s widely considered better than Apple Music’s.[39]And since collaborative filtering gets
better with more users, Spotify (which already has tons of users) can continue furthering its
lead.The second reason is that personalized recommendations make users more likely to stick
with the service.[40] The more you use Spotify, the more the algorithms know about your tastes,
and hence the better they can recommend music to you. So if you use Spotify a lot, your
recommendations would be pretty good, and you’d lose a lot by jumping to Apple Music, which
doesn’t know you at all. So this high “switching cost” makes you less likely to jump. (More
generally, any personal data you put into an app — like making Spotify playlists — raises the
switching cost, since you’d have to recreate that data in any new app you jumped to.[41])In
short, personalized playlists are great for listeners and a savvy business move for Spotify — no
wonder more and more apps are offering personalized recommendations.How does Facebook
decide what shows up in your news feed?Over a billion people look at their Facebook news feed
every day, and Americans spend almost as much time on Facebook as they do interacting face-
to-face with other people.[42] Because it draws so many eyeballs, the news feed has
tremendous power. The news feed can influence our mood, put us in an ideological echo
chambers,[43] or even influence who we’re going to vote for.[44] In short, what appears in your
news feed matters. So how does Facebook decide what to show in your news feed?A simplified
explanation of Facebook’s news feed algorithm. Source: TechCrunch[45]More specifically, how
does Facebook take the hundreds (or thousands) of updates you get every day and sort them
for you? Like Google, it uses an algorithm to figure out what’s most important. There are about
100,000 personalized factors, but we’ll focus on four key ones.[46]The first factor is who posted
it. Facebook will show you more posts from people you’ve interacted with more (e.g. people
you’ve messaged more or tagged more), with the assumption that you’re more likely to engage
with their future posts.[47]Second is the post’s quality. The more people have engaged (e.g. liked
or commented) with a post, the more interesting Facebook thinks it is, so the more likely it is to
appear at the top of your news feed.[48]Third, the type of post. Facebook figures out what kinds
of posts (videos, articles, photos, etc.) you interact with a lot and shows you more of those.
[49]The fourth major factor is “recency”: newer stories get ranked higher.[50]There are plenty
more factors, though. TIME found a few:Use a phone with a slow mobile connection and you
may see less video. Writing ‘congratulations’ in a comment signals the post is probably about a
big life event, so it will get a boost. Liking an article after you clicked it is a stronger positive
signal than liking before, since it means you probably read the piece and enjoyed it.[51]As you
can tell, Facebook really tries to maximize the probability that you’re going to like or comment on



the posts in your news feed, a metric called engagement. After all, the more you like your news
feed, the more you’re going to scroll down, and the more you scroll down, the more ads you’ll
see. Ads, of course, are how Facebook makes most of its money.[52]An example of how
Facebook ranks posts and determines what appears on your news feed. Source:
TechCrunch[53]This algorithm also trains users to act in ways that help Facebook. Everyone
wants their posts to show up atop their friends’ news feeds, and since Facebook boosts viral
posts, people are incentivized to make posts that get shared a lot.[54] More sharing on
Facebook leads to more posts, which means Facebook can slot in more ads.Fighting fake
newsAlgorithms like Facebook’s news feed algorithm are incredibly powerful, but the danger is
that they’re still easy for crafty hackers to game. With no human oversight, the algorithms could
be turned against us.A famous example is the fake news epidemic that swept Facebook during
the 2016 American presidential election.[55] Recall that the news feed algorithm doesn’t
consider how true or reputable a post is; it only cares about maximizing engagement.[56] Fake
newsmongers took advantage of this to attack politicians they didn’t like, posting outrageous
and demonstrably false news articles around Facebook. These articles naturally drew many
clicks and comments, so Facebook’s news feed algorithm propelled them to the top of many
people’s news feeds.[57]To Facebook’s credit, it’s since rolled out updates to its news feed
algorithm to try to limit the spread of fake news. In 2018, Facebook announced it would change
its algorithm to focus on “meaningful social interactions,” meaning it would promote updates from
your friends instead of just feeding you news stories. As Facebook admitted, though, measuring
“meaningful social interactions” is far harder than just measuring likes and clicks on articles.
[58]Facebook has also been turning to humans to address the flaws in its news feed algorithm.
(Ironic, since algorithms are designed to reduce the amount of work humans have to do in the
first place, but it acknowledges that algorithms aren’t perfect.) For instance, Facebook has
introduced features that let people flag fake news posts,[59] and it’s started hiring focus groups
that scroll through their news feeds and give feedback to the people who design the news feed
algorithm.[60] (That’s right, you can get paid to browse Facebook.)Algorithms aren’t magic
spells that run the world. They’re just sets of rules (though complex ones) that other people
wrote to make computers do a particular task. And, as Facebook shows, sometimes machines
and people need to work together.What technologies do Uber, Yelp, and Pokémon Go have in
common?Suppose you wanted to make your own version of Google Maps. You’d have to track
every road, building, city, and shoreline on the planet. You might even need a fleet of cars to
drive around the world and take pictures and measurements, as Google has done for Google
Maps.[61] And you’d also need to build in panning, zooming, and algorithms to find driving
directions between two points.That is, to put it mildly, very difficult. Even Apple Maps has been
criticized for not reaching Google Maps’ standard of quality.[62]So when apps like Uber,
Pokémon Go, and Yelp need to include a map to show where available cars are, help players,
find wild Pokémon, or display nearby restaurants, they probably do not want to spend billions of
dollars and thousands of hours building their own maps.If you’ve ever used these apps, you can



probably figure out what they do instead: they embed a Google Map in their app. Searching up
restaurants? Yelp drops pins on a Google Map centered on your location. Want to Uber
downtown? The app draws the route you’ll take on a Google Map and calculates the
approximate time it’ll take to get there.[63]Google lets you include a small snippet of code in your
app to draw a Google Map. It also provides other snippets of code to let you draw on the maps,
calculate driving directions between points on the map, and even find out the speed limit for a
particular road. All these tools are cheap or even free.[64] These tools are big win for
developers; they can use the technology that has taken Google years to perfect with just a small
amount of code. There’s no need to reinvent the wheel!Uber uses the Google Maps API to draw
a map of your area and predict your car’s travel time. Source: Uber on AndroidThese snippets of
code that let you borrow another app’s functionality or data are called APIs, or application
programming interfaces. In short, APIs let apps talk to each other. Let’s look at three main kinds
of APIs.Three kinds of APIsThe first kind of API, which we’ll call “feature APIs,” lets one app ask
another specialized app to solve a particular problem, like calculating driving directions, sending
text messages, or translating sentences. It’s like how you could call a plumber or carpenter to fix
problems around your house instead of trying to do it yourself. Apps use all kinds of feature APIs.
It’s a pain to write code that sends emails or text messages, so when apps like Venmo need to
send confirmation emails or texts, they’ll just use a specialized API.[65] Processing credit card
payments is pretty difficult, so Uber outsources this to PayPal’s Braintree API,[66] which lets
anyone use PayPal’s credit card-processing algorithm with just a few lines of code.[67]The
second type of API, which we’ll call “data APIs,” lets one app ask another app to hand over some
interesting information, such as sports scores, recent Tweets, or today’s weather. It’s like calling
the front desk at a hotel to learn which museums and restaurants they recommend. ESPN offers
an API that lets you get rosters for every major-league sports team and scores for every game.
[68] New York’s subway system lets you track where trains are and predict when the next train
will arrive at a station.[69] There’s even an API to get random images of cats.[70]The final kind of
API, “hardware APIs,” lets developers access features of the device itself. Instagram taps into
your phone’s Camera API to zoom, focus, and snap photos. Google Maps itself uses your
phone’s Geolocation API to figure out where in the world you are. Your phone even has sensors
called accelerometers and gyroscopes, which fitness apps use to determine which direction
you’re walking and how fast you’re moving.[71]It’s worth noting that APIs aren’t perfect. Using an
API makes app developers’ lives easier, but it also makes their apps dependent on the API.[72]
If an email-sending API went down, every app that used it would be unable to send emails. And
if Google decided to launch its own ridesharing service, it could — in theory — restrict Uber’s
access to the Google Maps API to weaken the competition. If Uber built its own mapping
service, it wouldn’t be at Google’s mercy.Despite the potential business risks, using a
specialized company’s API is easier, more reliable, and often cheaper than trying to build it
yourself.All this brings us back to the question: what technologies do Uber, Yelp, and Pokémon
Go have in common? They all use APIs, namely the Google Maps API, to avoid reinventing the



wheel. Indeed, APIs are a core part of pretty much every app out there.Why does Tinder make
you log in with Facebook?Tinder on Android. Note that you have to log in with Facebook.If
you’ve ever used the dating app Tinder, you’ll notice that you can log in with your Facebook
account before setting up a profile. Once you connect your Facebook profile, Tinder imports
information like your profile picture, your age, your list of friends, and the Facebook pages you
like.[73] As you might have guessed, this is done through an API that Facebook offers. With this
single sign-on (SSO) API, any app can let users create accounts by linking their Facebook
profiles.[74]Why does Tinder use this API? For one, it ensures that there are no empty profiles
(which no one would want to swipe on) since some basic information always gets imported from
Facebook.[75] Second, requiring Facebook login helps them stop bots and fake accounts, since
Facebook already does a lot of work to shut these down.[76] Third, this helps Tinder make better
matches: by gathering your friend list, Tinder can show you how many mutual friends you have
with each potential match, and that sense of connection probably encourages people to swipe
more. Finally, by getting the Facebook profiles of all their users, Tinder can get some deep
insights into their user base, such as how old they are, where they live, or what they’re interested
in.[77] These insights can help Tinder tweak its app’s design or advertising strategies.Signing up
with Facebook is also helpful for users. Making your profile with Tinder becomes much faster
when most of your basic information and pictures are already imported from Facebook.[78]
Seeing more completed profiles and fewer bots improves your experience, as well.[79] And
signing up with Facebook means you don’t have to remember yet another username and
password.[80]Why would Facebook publish the API that lets people sign in to other websites
using their Facebook credentials? Well, when you use Facebook’ single sign-on (SSO) API to
register for Tinder, Facebook realizes that you’re a Tinder user. Facebook gets similar data
points when you use Facebook to log into other websites. Facebook can then use this data to
target ads at you more effectively, for instance by showing more dating-related ads to Tinder
users.[81]Swiping left on Facebook?In 2018, Tinder announced that it would let users sign up
with their phone number instead of their Facebook account, if they chose.[82] Why?In a word,
competition. In 2018 Facebook announced a new dating service, widely seen as a competitor to
Tinder, and Tinder’s parent company saw its stock price tumble 20% overnight.[83] Tinder was
probably afraid Facebook would cut off its API access and wanted to start building a new way to
sign on without being beholden to Facebook.As this story shows, publishing APIs is a great way
for companies to gain data and usage, and using APIs helps apps save development time and
offer better features — but it isn’t without risk.Why does every Washington Post article have two
versions of every headline?Take a look at the following two screenshots of the same Washington
Post piece. Notice anything?Notice a difference? The Washington Post shows people different
versions of every headline. Source: The Washington Post[84]The headlines are slightly different!
In 2016, the Washington Post rolled out a feature that lets article writers specify two different
headlines for every article.[85] But why?It’s actually an experiment that the newspaper runs to
maximize the number of clicks on its articles.[86] This experiment automatically shows one



version of the headline to one group of visitors; let’s say one-half of them, randomly chosen. It
shows the other version to the remaining visitors. After letting the experiment run for a while,
developers look at particular statistics, or metrics, like the number of clicks on the headline.
Developers decide which version is better and show the winning version to everyone. This is a
simple but powerful way to improve an app's metrics. For instance, the first version of the above
headline was clicked 3.3% of the time, while the bottom version was clicked 3.9%[87] — that’s
an 18% jump, just by changing a few words!This technique is called A/B testing. It’s a powerful,
data-driven way to improve online products.[88] It’s named “A/B testing” because you compare
at least two versions of a feature, A and B.A/B testing shows at least two variations of the same
feature (A and B) and compares relevant metrics to decide which variation to push to all users. In
this case, everyone would start seeing variation A, which was better at getting users to take a
desired action (or “conversion”). Source: VWO[89]Not sure which marketing catchphrase will get
people to buy? Instead of endless debating, just run an A/B test! Not sure if a red or green “sign
up” button will get more people to click? Run a test! (If you’re curious, the red button got 34%
more clicks in one experiment.[90]) Not sure which Tinder profile picture will get you the most
swipes? Tinder even lets you run A/B tests to figure out which of your photos, when shown as
your main profile picture, gets you the most right swipes.[91]All the news that’s fit to testThat
brings us back to the question: why does every Washington Post article have two versions of
each headline? It’s part of the Washington Post’s A/B testing framework, called Bandito. Bandito
tries out different versions of the headline to see which one people click on more, and then
shows the winning headline more often.[92]A/B testing is very popular among news outlets.
BuzzFeed uses A/B tests to find the most clickbaity headlines as well.[93] A BuzzFeed
competitor called Upworthy actually tries up to 25 versions of the same headline in its quest to
find the perfect one.[94] A/B testing is very important: according to Upworthy, the difference
between a decent headline and a perfected one is 1,000 vs. 1,000,000 views.[95]Many more
apps and websites use A/B testing. Facebook, for instance, is always rolling out new features to
“limited test audiences.”[96] Snapchat lets advertisers A/B test their ads to pick the ones that get
tapped the most.[97] Even brick-and-mortar stores can do A/B testing: one startup lets stores
vary the background music they play to maximize shoppers’ spending.[98]Significance
testingThere’s one important caveat to keep in mind whenever you’re doing statistical tests: you
need to check whether your observed findings happened because of something meaningful or
were just due to chance. For instance, if you flip a coin six times and get five heads, you can’t be
confident that the coin is unfairly weighted toward heads — it could just be dumb luck. But if you
flipped the coin six hundred times and got five hundred heads, you might be on to
something.When companies perform A/B tests, experimenters report how one version changed
a particular metric compared to the other version. They also report a statistic called a p-value,
which shows the probability that the difference they observed was due to chance.[99] Usually, if
p < 0.05 (i.e. there’s a less than 5% chance that the difference was just random), they can
assume the change was meaningful, or “statistically significant.”[100] Otherwise, they can’t be



sure that their results weren’t just dumb luck.For example, say Ebook Tops made the “Add to
Cart” buttons a bit bigger for half their users and found a 2% increase in sales, with p = 0.15.
While the bigger button seems like a great move, there’s a 15% chance that the sales boost was
caused by dumb luck, not the button. That 0.15 is greater than 0.05, so Ebook Tops’s testers
won’t roll out the bigger button.So if you ever get clickbaited by a headline like "18 Food
Arguments So Strong That They End Friendships,”[101] don’t feel bad — you’re up against a
powerful blend of social science, software development, and statistics. Like it or not, A/B testing
is extremely effective.Chapter 2.Operating SystemsAndroid or iOS? Mac or Windows? Everyone
has their own favorite operating systems, or OSes. OSes are the beating heart every computing
device, from smartwatches to supercomputers — without them, you couldn’t run a single app.
Let’s see how they work.Why did BlackBerry fail?In 2000, BlackBerry launched the world’s first
smartphone.[102] The phone rose to fame because it let users access the internet and email
anywhere, which was great for the always-on world of business.[103] Its QWERTY keyboard
made typing far faster than before.[104] People were hopelessly addicted to their so-called
“CrackBerries.”[105]By 2009, BlackBerry was a dominant player in the mobile phone space, with
20% market share, more than iOS (14%) and Android (4%) combined.[106] It was so popular
that President Barack Obama chose the BlackBerry as his smartphone when he took office in
2009.[107]But fast forward to the last quarter of 2016, when BlackBerry’s market share fell below
0.05%, with the company shipping just over 200,000 phones.[108] Meanwhile, during the same
quarter, Android shipped over 350 million units, and iOS shipped 77 million.[109]Where did
BlackBerry go wrong? Let’s take a look.The rise of the iPhoneWhen Steve Jobs launched the
iPhone in 2007,[110] BlackBerry executives didn’t take it seriously. They saw it as a flashy toy
aimed at young people[111] and not something that competed for BlackBerry’s market, which
was overwhelmingly comprised of business users.[112]What BlackBerry failed to realize,
though, is that people really enjoyed using their iPhones, with their bright colors and
touchscreens.[113] And instead of selling phones to corporate IT managers, as BlackBerry did,
Apple sold iPhones directly to consumers — that is, average people like you or us.[114]The
result? With greater access to iPhones, people started carrying two phones: BlackBerries for
work but iPhones for personal use.[115] Soon, businesses realized they could save money and
keep employees happier by just letting employees use their personal phones for work purposes.
[116] Slowly but surely, iPhones started creeping into BlackBerry’s treasured enterprise market
— a perfect example of the trend known as “consumerization of the enterprise.”[117] BlackBerry
realized that for smartphones, everyday users, not businesspeople, called the shots.[118]By the
time BlackBerry realized it had to reach consumers directly, it had already fallen behind.[119] To
compete with the iPhone, BlackBerry designed a touchscreen phone called the Storm in 2008.
But, in their hurry, BlackBerry released the phone before it was ready, and consumers gave the
phone negative reviews.[120] Even the BlackBerry CEO admitted it was a flop.[121]The other
main trend that BlackBerry missed was the rise of the “app economy,” which we’ll cover more in
Chapter 4. BlackBerry didn’t realize that consumers wanted to do more than just send emails on



their phones: they wanted apps, games, and instant messaging.[122] BlackBerry didn’t do
enough to encourage developers to build apps for their platform. Instead, Apple’s App Store
grew to have far more apps than BlackBerry’s store, which sent customers stampeding toward
iPhones.[123]In short, BlackBerry got complacent, focusing too much on their current users
without thinking about growing their new user base.[124] They didn’t notice the emerging trends
in the software industry. BlackBerry continued to see its phones as business productivity tools,
whereas Apple (and Google) rethought phones as versatile “entertainment hubs” for everyday
people.[125] Apple read consumers correctly, and they won.[126]The Hail Mary passBy 2012,
BlackBerry’s market share had tumbled from 20% in 2007 to just 7%.[127] That year, BlackBerry
appointed a new CEO to try to turn things around.[128] They even launched a new series of high-
end phones, the Q10 and Z10, in what a New York Times critic called “BlackBerry’s Hail Mary
pass.”[129]Unfortunately, the pass fell incomplete.As BlackBerry sank into third place behind
iPhone and Android, it got stuck in a vicious cycle called the “chicken-and-egg problem.”[130]
Developers wouldn’t build apps for the BlackBerry platform if it didn’t have any users, and users
wouldn’t buy BlackBerries unless there were enough apps.[131] Imagine if no one would walk
into a party unless there were already enough people there — nobody would ever come in.[132]
BlackBerry tried hard to entice developers to their platform, even offering $10,000 to anyone
who made a BlackBerry app in 2012.[133] But it still didn’t work.BlackBerry continued its
downward spiral — and the rest, as they say, is history.Why does Google make Android free to
phone manufacturers?Google’s Android mobile operating system is free for both consumers and
phone manufacturers. The likes of Samsung and LG can slap Android on their phones without
paying Google anything.[134] But Android now rakes in over $31 billion a year in revenue for
Google.[135] How on earth could a free product earn Google so much money?Google’s strategy
begins with getting as many people as possible to use Android.[136] Clearly, making Android
free is working: Android powers over 80% of the world’s smartphones.[137]With such a high
market share, Google can use a variety of tactics to earn money off Android.First off, Google
forces any phone manufacturer that uses Android to install all the core Google apps, like
YouTube and Google Maps, by default. In the US, Google even forces phone manufacturers to
put the Google search bar no more than one swipe away from the home screen.[138] By getting
more people on its apps, Google can get more data, show more ads, and thus make more
money.[139]A second source of income — which is smaller but still considerable — is app
purchases.[140] In most countries, Google insists that phone manufacturers prominently feature
Google Play, Android’s app store, on the home screen of any Android phone.[141] This is
designed to drive more users to download apps from the Google Play marketplace. And
whenever someone buys an app or makes an in-app purchase, Google takes a 30% cut.[142]
Each purchase nets Google a small amount of money, but it adds up: Google earns $25 billion a
year from these commissions.[143] More Google Play users leads to more downloads, which
leads to more commission revenue.Third, making Android more prevalent could help Google
keep more ad revenue for itself.[144] Whenever an iOS user clicks on ads in Google Search,



Apple keeps a sizable chunk of the ad revenue that would otherwise go to Google.[145] Plus,
Google pays Apple an estimated $12 billion per year just to make Google Search the default
search engine on iOS.[146] So you can see why Google would prefer if people ran Google
searches on Androids instead of iPhones.More Android users equals more money for Google,
so it’s no surprise Google is giving away Android for free.Why open-source?Android isn’t just
free — it’s also open-source,[147] meaning that anyone can make and distribute their own spin-
offs of Android.[148] There’s a vibrant community of developers making custom “flavors” of
Android, like the popular LineageOS (formerly known as CyanogenMod).[149] You can replace
your phone’s Android operating system with LineageOS to get improved speed, customization,
and features.[150]A phone running the Android spin-off LineageOS, demonstrating a custom
feature for developers that can’t be found on normal Android. Source: Aral Balkan[151]Android is
literally open-source to the core; it’s built around the “kernel” of the open-source operating
system Linux, which is also used in some of the world’s biggest supercomputers.[152] The
kernel is a bit of software that lets apps talk to the device’s hardware, like by reading and writing
files, connecting to the keyboard and Wi-Fi, and so on.[153] A kernel is like a car’s engine: the
computer literally wouldn’t run without a kernel.So why did Google make Android open-source?
The first reason is for ease of engineering. Using Linux’s pre-built, open-source kernel saves
Android developers a lot of work,[154] since the Linux developers have been constantly
improving their kernel since 1991.[155] And Linux works on an incredible range of devices, from
supercomputers to video game consoles,[156] so by adopting Linux, Android automatically
became able to run on a vast variety of hardware.Second, because Android is open source,
phone manufacturers get to customize the interface, which helps their phones stand out.[157]
That’s a good incentive for phone makers to pick Android over another operating system.And
third, making Android open-source brings more people into the Android and Google ecosystem.
[158] Since Android is open-source, people who want to massively customize their phones are
much more likely to use a spin-off of Android than iOS, which isn’t open source and hence can’t
be customized as easily. The spin-offs are fine by Google. Even if someone uses an Android
spin-off rather than the standard version of Android, they’re probably still doing Google searches
and using Google apps. Since more users equals more money, promoting open-source actually
helps Google’s bottom line.[159]To summarize, why did Google make Android free to phone
manufacturers? While it might not directly make Google any money, this move helps Android get
more users, more app purchases, and more searches on Android — all of which helps Google
haul in profits.Why do Android phones come pre-installed with so many junk apps?Ever bought
an Android phone? When you unwrap it, you realize pretty quickly that it’s crammed with all
kinds of useless apps you never asked for: NFL Mobile, Candy Crush, Samsung Pay, Verizon
Navigator (a Google Maps knockoff that costs $5 a month), you name it.[160] Smartphone
makers like Samsung, mobile carriers like Verizon, and phone sellers euphemistically call these
“pre-installed apps” and claim that they showcase the functionality and performance of the
phone.[161] But most of us just call it “bloatware,” and nobody likes it.[162]Most pre-installed



apps can’t be uninstalled and, by default, run constantly in the background, which eats up
battery, makes your phone run slower, and wastes storage space.[163] One reviewer found that
his new Samsung Galaxy phone had 37 bloatware apps that ate up 12GB of his 64GB of
storage as soon as he opened the box.[164] Sometimes things get truly absurd, like when
Verizon once pre-installed a bloatware app on Galaxy S7s that would download other bloatware
apps without the user knowing.[165]An Android phone full of bloatware. It appears that the
bloatware apps were so annoying that the phone’s owner put the apps into their own folder just
to get them out of the way!It’s not that easy to fight back, either. While you can disable some
bloatware apps and prevent them from running in the background and wasting your battery,
they’ll still take up storage on your phone.[166]The business of bloatSo why does your phone
come with so much junk? Mobile carriers and smartphone manufacturers aren’t just trying to be
cruel. Bloatware is at the center of a lucrative business model.The bloatware business model
arose when smartphone manufacturers like Samsung and mobile carriers like AT&T realized that
the American market for smartphones and data plans is pretty much saturated. That is, almost
everyone who wants a phone and data plan already has one, so manufacturers and carriers
can’t grow their revenue much by just selling phones and data plans. Instead, they’ve turned to
new ways of making money — which leads them straight to bloatware.[167] There are two big
ways carriers and phone makers make money off bloatware.First, app makers can pay carriers
and phone makers to pre-install their apps. For instance, Verizon once offered to pre-install big
companies’ apps for $1 to $2 per installation.[168] In other words, if your Verizon phone has 10
bloatware apps, Verizon could have made an easy $20 off you. It’s free money for carriers and
phone makers, and it helps app makers get their apps in front of people — which is important,
since the majority of Americans download exactly zero apps a month.[169] The only loser, of
course, is the consumer.Second, carriers and phone makers also pre-install their own apps,
which are often expensive knockoffs of popular free apps. For instance, Samsung pre-installs its
own Android app store, and AT&T pre-installs its own Navigator, a $10-a-month clone of Google
Maps.[170] Verizon’s Message+ is like Facebook Messenger but charges you for texts you send
over Wi-Fi.[171]Why do carriers and phone makers pre-install these apps? Again, it’s easy
money: Samsung earns a commission from paid apps and themes from its app store,[172] and
carriers and phone makers make money from the pricey knockoff apps. These companies hope
that users won’t notice that there are free alternatives to the bloatware apps and, instead, will
use (and pay for!) the default pre-installed apps. Defaults are powerful: Apple made Apple Maps
the default navigation app on iPhones, and even though most customers preferred Google
Maps, Apple Maps became more popular than Google Maps on iPhones by 2015 — thanks to
Apple Maps’ position as the default.[173]However, many users seem to be rebelling against
bloatware. For one, many don’t use this useless software. Even though Samsung’s bloatware
chat app, ChatOn, has 100 million users, they only use it for an average of 6 seconds a month,
[174] compared to Facebook’s 20 hours a month.[175] And second, customers have started
giving many bloatware apps low reviews in app stores.[176] The danger of all this? Frustrated



users could just abandon the bloated phones altogether, which would make the bloatware
strategy backfire.[177] But are there non-bloated alternative phones?Bloat-free iPhonesIf you
have an iPhone, here’s a reason to smile: iPhones don’t have bloatware.[178] But why?Think
first about how Apple makes money: most of their revenue comes from selling hardware[179] —
over 60% of Apple’s income comes from iPhone sales alone.[180] Plus, Apple’s brand, driven by
the smooth and refined experience of using their products, is one of Apple’s core strengths.[181]
So bloatware wouldn’t align with Apple’s money-making strategy, and it would also weaken their
treasured user experience.Why can’t carriers just slide in their own bloatware? For starters,
Apple outright forbids carriers like Sprint or AT&T from putting bloatware on iPhones.[182] That
might seem to make Android more attractive for carriers. But because so many customers
demand iPhones, it would be foolish for carriers to refuse to support iPhones — and so they’re
forced to go along with Apple’s bloatware ban.[183]But how about those Apple apps that come
pre-installed on iPhones, like Safari, iCloud, and Apple Maps? Some users don’t like them: when
Apple rolled out Apple Maps in 2012, customers said it “sucked” and was “the phone’s biggest
drawback.”[184] We wouldn’t call these apps bloatware, though, because you can now delete
almost all of Apple’s pre-installed apps. The few that you can’t uninstall, like Messages and
Camera, are core to the operating system,[185] so it’s understandable why you can’t get rid of
them.Non-bloated AndroidsFinally, there’s a silver lining to this story: some Android phones are
getting rid of bloatware.When Google’s flagship Pixel phone launched in 2016, Google
announced it wouldn’t inject any of its own bloatware in a bid to have a user experience as
polished as the iPhone’s.[186] However, carriers could still inject some bloatware; Verizon, for
instance, stuffed apps like My Verizon and VZ Messages into the first-edition Pixel.[187]But
whether through technical limitations or strict policies, Google managed to ban carrier bloatware
over the next few years, and when the Pixel 3 came out in 2018, it was free of all bloatware.
[188]What is the world’s third-biggest mobile OS?If you had to name the world’s three biggest
mobile operating systems, you’d definitely name Android and iOS. But what’s the third-biggest?
It’s not BlackBerry — that operating system is dead.[189] And it’s not Windows Phone, which is
dead too.[190]The answer is KaiOS, a lightweight OS for internet-connected feature phones. It’s
specifically targeted at India, where it’s become the country’s second-most-popular mobile OS.
[191]Competing against the twin titans of mobile is extremely difficult, and even a giant like
Microsoft couldn’t do it.[192] Yet KaiOS powers 15% of the phones in India, far behind Android’s
70% but more than iOS’s 10%.[193] So what is KaiOS, and how did it grow to third place when
so many other mobile operating systems failed?KaiOS lets internet-connected feature phones
run many popular apps. Source: DeCode[194]The Jio PhoneThe story of KaiOS begins with Jio,
an Indian telecom provider started in 2016 as a subsidiary of the telecom giant Reliance. Jio was
revolutionary, offering free voice calls forever and 1 GB of mobile data for just 50 rupees (then
about $0.75) — gargantuan discounts compared to the existing Indian telecom providers. (In
fact, at the time Jio offered data for one-tenth the price of the average American carrier!)[195] Jio
was an instant hit, gaining 100 million subscribers within six months.[196]But Jio realized that



500 million Indians didn’t have smartphones, which were often out of their price range, and that
this was limiting Jio’s growth. So in 2017 Jio announced the Jio Phone, a lightweight feature
phone that was effectively free — you’d pay a 1500 rupee (then $20) deposit but get it back after
3 years.[197]The Jio Phone managed to offer reliable 4G cheaply by axing the touchscreen,
shrinking the screen resolution, and offering just a bare-bones camera. It even supported 25
languages. Suddenly, farmers in rural India were able to use apps and stream video where
before they barely knew what phones were.[198] Indeed, India mostly skipped the desktop
phase and jumped straight to mobile,[199] so the Jio Phone was many Indians’ first taste of
modern tech.The Jio Phone, a $20 phone that runs KaiOS. It packs cheap data and free calls.
Source: GadgetsNow[200]The Jio Phone needed an operating system, but Android — even
Android’s lightweight Go variant — demanded smartphone specs and features like a
touchscreen.[201] So Jio turned to an upstart operating system called KaiOS, designed to offer
an app-based, internet-powered experience for feature phones.[202] KaiOS would be pre-
installed on all Jio Phones.[203]Rising from the ashesKaiOS was built atop Firefox OS, a
previous attempt to create a mobile OS for developing countries. Mozilla, the creator of the
Firefox browser and then Firefox OS, realized that Android and iOS apps are too bulky for
lightweight phones and had to be downloaded, while websites are lightweight and load instantly.
So Mozilla made Firefox OS a web-based operating system. There were “apps” for YouTube,
Gmail, calculators, and such, but they were just custom-built websites, also known as HTML5
apps.[204]Firefox OS’s problem, though, was that it was designed for smartphones with
touchscreens — which meant it was going head-to-head with Android. And as Android started
offering cheaper and cheaper smartphones for developing markets, it crowded Firefox OS out of
its niche.[205] Firefox OS never got traction and shut down in 2016.[206]KaiOS realized that,
while Firefox OS’s business strategy was flawed, its technical underpinnings were sound. Since
Firefox OS was open source, KaiOS picked up the old code and created a new operating system
that was still web-based but now worked for touchscreen-less feature phones. And instead of
trying to fight for Android’s slice of the pie, KaiOS was expanding the pie, going for the market —
feature phones — that Android would never get into.[207] (While low-end Androids might be
cheap, they still can’t match the Jio Phone.)
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Abhay Gupta, “Swipe to Unlock: An Essential for a PM Interview. Whenever I asked my PM
friends how to prep for product management interviews, I kept hearing the same three things:
read Decode and Conquer, read Swipe to Unlock, and do mock interviews. I had already read
Decode and Conquer and had been doing mocks, but hadn't heard of Swipe to Unlock until I
started talking to people in the industry.Although this book isn't branded as a PM interview book,
in my opinion, it was MUCH more insightful than Cracking the PM Interview. I found Cracking
focused largely on what product management is and how it varies by company. While that's
definitely useful information, it is oriented towards beginners.I found Swipe to Unlock did a
wonderful job complementing Decode and Conquer. While Decode and Conquer gives you an
overview of what sort of questions to expect and examples of good responses, it doesn't really
go into the tech trends or business strategy required to give a truly stellar interview response.
That's where Swipe to Unlock comes in.Through reading this book, I learned key insights on
things such as the ridesharing market and the digital wallet ecosystem in Aisa and the key
growth strategies for cloud SaaS. These were critical in helping me land APM offers from both
Uber and Asana straight out of undergrad. For anyone prepping for a PM interview, I'd
recommend reading Swipe to Unlock, then Decode and Conquer, and then doing mock
interviews, Doing those things in that order is a killer combo.”

Jean Ren, “A Must-Read for All Those Interested in Breaking into the Tech World. I am a PM at
Quora and discovered Swipe to Unlock through our company book club. One of our leads
nominated it as our read of the month. Our books are usually more of stories (e.g. Bad Blood)
rather than case studies, so I was a bit reluctant reading “a primer” given that I have been
working in tech for almost 8 years now. I have to hand it to the authors though, they did a
phenomenal job incorporating vivid storytelling into the book!Each chapter of the book is full of
key insights regarding business trends and tech developments. I think this book is a must read
for everyone working in tech, but especially product management professionals. There’s few
good resources to help PMs think big and critically analyze opportunity. I think Swipe to Unlock
and Zero to One are probably the best books on the market for that.I was familiar with at least
half the material in this book, but I previously lacked the ability to explain the concepts in ways
that non-technical members of my team could understand and thus comprehend the
significance of the technical product decisions we were making. So this book definitely helped
with that. But, the real value I got from this book was in the later chapters which focused more on
business strategy and emerging market trends.Having a Western-centric user base at Quora, I
haven’t yet had much exposure to the tech trends in high growth tech markets such as South
East Asia. This book does a phenomenal job breaking down key growth strategies other
companies have used to successfully win market share in emerging markets. It also reveals that
rationale behind major acquisitions such as Microsoft acquiring LinkedIn and provides



actionable analysis on what things to look for to make an acquisition successful.If you are a
product manager, I would highly recommend reading this book. It will broaden your perspective
from thinking how to incrementally improve your product to how to spot the next major
opportunity. I just ordered copies for both of my reports to read!”

Thorgot, “Worth Every Penny. After I blew my Microsoft PM interview by not being
knowledgeable about enterprise cloud trends, a friend suggested I read Swipe to Unlock. I was
on the fence about getting this book as it costs almost $30 with shipping and tax at the time.
However, I am extremely glad I made the investment.Swipe to Unlock is essentially a collection
of case studies on random important information that you aren't really taught in school
(motivation behind various acquisitions, tech industry trends, recent gov't, and tech policy
rulings, analysis based predictions, etc.)I read this book before my on-site for a PM role at
Google. One of my Google interviews focused heavily on emerging markets payment solutions.
Before reading Swipe to Unlock, I knew nothing about this topic and would have been forced to
give a vague and uninformed response.Luckily for me, this book had a very insightful payment
section which went over the key mobile payment players in each region (eg. WeChat, Paytm, M-
Pesa, etc.) The book also predicted that in Southeast Asia, ride sharing drivers would in the
future serve as mobile cash in, cash out ATMs to power digital wallets. Given Google is a major
investor in GoJekm the leading ridesharing app and digital wallet in Indonesia, sharing this
insight went over very well in my interview. I honestly don't think I would have gotten my Google
offer had I not read this book.I think this book is a must-read for anyone interested in working in
tech, especially Product Managers. Everyone has some knowledge gaps whether it be the
technical side, the business side, the legal side, etc. Swipe to Unlock does an amazing job of
giving you a thorough overview of obscure must know things that may show up in your
interviews. Although this book isn't written like a traditional interview prep book, reading it will
definitely help you stand out in your interviews.”

Ade.A, “A birds eye view of modern day tech and their business decisions and impact. I feel this
book will be perfect for 2 groups especially:- Those who generally like to be in the know, in order
to gain understanding and connect the dots i.e. the "how things work" minded people.- Those
who have an orientation and interest in business strategies and want insight into the recent past
decisions taken by big tech compies.The authors do an exceptional job at covering many topics
and answering various questions that you may or may not have had or thought of.Even though
I'm in the tech industry, after reading the book I felt like the veil had been lifted in a lot of areas
that I was and wasn't aware of.On that note, anyone looking for in-depth technical detail should
pick up this book knowing that's not what it's about and read to "discover".Would I recommend
this book? No doubt, YES.”

Surbhi Singla, “Must read for product enthusiasts. Must read for business, product and tech



enthusiasts, especially if you’re early in your career. This book provides a great insight into some
of the finer nuances of how modern businesses leverage technology to build products and how it
closely ties with the business strategy and vision.I’ve recommended this book to few friends and
all of them have instantly bought and developed a liking for the book.Kudos to the authors -
Neel, Parth and Adi for putting this together. I’m now onto their next one on blockchain.”

Caz, “Simple but great for entry level PMs. Self printed by Amazon so not great quality, but the
content is a great simple exploration of key concepts. Highly recommend for entry level PMs
who want to grasp engineering concepts. Not at all a deep detailed book but a brilliant all
rounder and written in a way that it’s very easy to understand and appreciate the ideas. Lovely
stories to illustrate the concepts, and a very easy read.”

Adrien Padayachee, “Great introduction to and summary of modern day Technology. The book
covers a wide array of topics used in everyday technology. It can sometimes seem very high
level (especially if you have spent the past 20yrs in IT). However, the book was great to
understand some new technologies, but also how businesses like Amazon or Uber are
disrupting the market place.As a fairly new product manager (under 2yrs), I would say that this
book was a great read - literally could not put it down. This is the fastest I have ever read a book
(17 work days, only on a commute to work and back).”

Tom, “A Must Read! Loads of Real world useful examples!. A must read regardless of your
knowledge of technology. Covers a number of real world examples and this book really is written
in plain English. Personally I’m an IT Consultant so have an awareness of the concepts in this
books but still found the book useful. Recommending this book to all of my family members.”

The book by Parth Detroja has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,023 people have provided feedback.
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